Recent developments in high performance computer architecture have a significant effect on all fields of scientific computing. Linear algebra and especially the solution of linear systems of equations lie at the heart of many applications in scientific computing. This paper describes and analyzes three parallel versions of the dense direct methods such as the Gaussian elimination method and the LU form of Gaussian elimination that are used in linear system solving on a multicore using an OpenMP interface. More specifically, we present two naive parallel algorithms based on row block and row cyclic data distribution and we put special emphasis on presenting a third parallel algorithm based on the pipeline technique. Further, we propose an implementation of the pipelining technique in OpenMP. Experimental results on a multicore CPU show that the proposed OpenMP pipeline implementation achieves good overall performance compared to the other two naive parallel methods. Finally, in this work we propose a simple, fast and reasonably analytical model to predict the performance of the direct methods with the pipelining technique.
Introduction
The solving of dense and large scale linear algebraic systems lies at the core of many scientific and computational economic applications such as linear programming, computational statistics, econometrics and theory game. Many practical problems can be translated into a large scale linear algebraic system. Therefore, the parallel solving of dense and large scale linear algebraic systems is of great importance in the field of scientific computation.
Methods for a linear algebraic system generally fall into two categories: direct methods and iterative methods. In direct solution methods, the exact solution, in principle, is determined through a finite number of arithmetic operations (in real arithmetic, leaving aside the influence of round-off errors). Iterative solution methods generate a sequence of approximations to the solution by repeating the application of the same computational procedure at each step of the iteration. A key consideration for the selection of a solution method for a linear system is its structure. Roughly speaking, direct methods are best for full (dense) matrices, whereas iterative methods are best for very large and sparse matrices. This paper presents high performance algorithms based on the direct methods for solving a linear algebraic system. We focus on the Gaussian elimination algorithm and the LU form of Gaussian elimination that are used in dense linear systems solving. Many parallel implementations have been studied on modern high performance systems, such as multicore and special purpose architectures/accelerators, such as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) or the CELL BE for solving numerical computations. More specifically, many parallelization schemes of Gaussian elimination have been presented back to the 80s [1] . In recent years, Buttari et al. [2] [3] [4] present parallel tiled linear algebra algorithms for ''standard'' (x86 and alike) multicore processors with framework Parallel Linear Algebra for Scalable Multicore Architectures (PLASMA). PLASMA is a redesign of LAPACK [5] and ScaLAPACK [6] for shared memory computers based on multi-core processor architectures. PLASMA relies on tile algorithms, which provide fine granularity parallelism. Seminal work leading to the tile QR algorithm was done in [7] [8] [9] . Gunter et al. [10] presented an ''out-of-core'' (out of memory) implementation. Performance results for the out-of-core computation of the QR factorization on a multi-core processor were produced in [11] . Some work has been done on load balancing schemes for the LU factorization algorithm such as the paper in [12] , which compares static and dynamic distribution schemes in OpenMP and MPI; these latter schemes were run on a non-multicore platform such as IBM RS/6000 SP.
Thompson et al. [13] implement matrix multiplication on a GPU, achieving three times higher performance compared to a simple CPU implementation. Larsen et al. [14] compare their GPU implementation to ATLAS [15] , a cache-optimized CPU implementation. Both Hall et al. [16] and Fatahalian et al. [17] describe improved algorithms for modern hardware. In addition to the problem of matrix multiplication, there are a wide variety of dense linear algebra operations running on the GPU: the conjugate gradient method [18, 19] , the Gauss-Seidel method [18] , the projected Jacobi method [19] and the direct factorization methods, such as LU factorization [20] [21] [22] [23] . The static pipelining technique for dense matrix factorizations on the CELL processor was originally implemented in [24, 25] and an extensive performance study of popular matrix factorization methods on CELL processor was conducted in [26] . Finally, Agullo et al. [27] develop a project called Matrix Algebra on GPU and Multi-core Architectures (MAGMA). The MAGMA project aims to develop a dense linear algebra library similar to LAPACK but for heterogeneous/hybrid architectures, starting with current ''Multicore + GPU'' systems.
Despite these research results, no attempt has been made yet to implement and analyze the performance of several parallelization strategies for the dense direct methods such as the Gaussian elimination method and the LU form of Gaussian elimination on a multicore using an OpenMP interface. We implement two strategies that are based on trivial parallelizations of the original algorithm and we put special emphasis on implementing a third strategy, which is based on a pipelining technique but is able to extract a much higher degree of parallelism. These strategies are compared and evaluated through performance measurements on a multicore platform. To the best of our knowledge, the key contributions of this paper are (1) the implementation of the pipelining technique in an OpenMP programming environment using the queue data structure and (2) the first OpenMP pipeline implementation and performance analysis for LU decomposition.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the Gaussian elimination method and the LU version of Gaussian elimination are recalled. In Section 3, the three parallel implementations of the Gaussian elimination method and the LU form of Gaussian elimination are discussed and so is the corresponding performance model for the pipelining implementation. Performance results are given in Section 4. Comparison of our work with some related works is presented in Section 5. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Direct methods for linear systems
Consider the following problem of solving a system of linear equations of the form
In matrix notation, this system is written as Ax = b,
where A = (a ij ) n×n is a known nonsingular n × n matrix with nonzero diagonal entries,
T is the right-hand side and x = (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n−1 )
T is the vector of the unknowns. The system could be solved by direct methods such as elimination methods and factorization methods. The Gaussian elimination consists of two phases. First, through a series of algebraic manipulations, the original system of equations is reduced to an upper triangular system of the form Ux = y, where U is a unit upper-triangular matrix. In the second phase of solving a system of linear equations, the upper-triangular system is solved for the variables in a reverse order from x n−1 to x 0 by a procedure known as backward substitution [28] . A serial version of the Gaussian elimination algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 consists of three nested loops. For each iteration of the outer loop, there is a division step and an elimination step. As the computation proceeds, only the lower-right k × k submatrix of A becomes active. Therefore, the amount of computation increases for elements in the direction of the lower-right corner of the matrix causing a non-uniform computational load. We assume that the matrix U shares storage with A and overwrites the upper-triangular portion of A. The elements a i,k computed on line 4 of Algorithm 1 is actually u i,k . Similarly, the elements a k,k equated to 1 on line 6 is u k,k .
In the sequential Gaussian elimination algorithm, during kth iteration: division takes (n − k − 1) arithmetic operations and elimination takes (n − k − 1) 2 × 2 arithmetic operations. Assuming that division, multiplication and subtraction each takes a unit time, the total sequential execution time is given by T = Σ n−1
which leads to an asymptotic runtime O(n 3 ).
Although we discuss Gaussian elimination in the context of upper-triangularization, a similar procedure can be used to factorize matrix A as the product of a lower-triangular matrix L and a unit upper-triangular matrix U so that A = LU. This factorization is commonly referred to as the LU form of Gaussian elimination. When only the LU form of Gaussian elimination is needed, the right-hand side of the linear system does not have to be transformed. An LU form uses the Gaussian elimination algorithm and converts the matrix A into two matrices L and U, where A = LU and L and U are the lower and upper triangular, respectively. The solution to the original Ax = b problem can be found by solving two triangular systems: Ly = b and Ux = y.
These systems are solved using forward and backward substitution algorithms [28] . The LU form of Gaussian elimination can be obtained if the steps on lines 5, 6, 11 and 12 of Algorithm 1 are not performed. We will adopt the LU form of Gaussian elimination for parallel algorithms in the remainder of this paper because it is a general case of the Gaussian elimination algorithm. After the termination of the LU algorithm, the matrices L and U share storage with A and overwrite the lowertriangular and upper-triangular portions of A, respectively. The advantage of the LU form of Gaussian elimination over the elimination method is that the factorization into L and U is done only once but can be used to solve several linear systems with the same matrix A and different right-hand side vectors b without repeating the elimination process.
Parallel algorithms for linear systems
Because the complexity of the elimination or matrix factorization, O(n 3 ), is greater than that of the forward or backward substitution we will focus our attention on parallelization of the LU form of Gaussian elimination (GE). The parallelization of the LU form of GE is based on accessing the matrix by rows instead of columns because accessing the matrix by rows has good performance according the experimental study which is presented in Section 4. In the following section, we discuss three OpenMP parallel algorithms for the LU form of Gaussian elimination. These parallel algorithms are based on the three different data distribution schemes among the available threads such as row block, row cyclic and pipeline. The first two algorithms are trivial parallelizations of the original Algorithm 1, while the third algorithm is a pipeline parallelization but is able to extract a much higher degree of parallelism. We then give an implementation of the pipelining technique in OpenMP using the queue data structure. Finally, we present a performance model for the third parallel algorithm. We must note that identical parallel algorithms and performance model can be obtained for the Gaussian elimination method.
Algorithm with row block data distribution
In row block data distribution, the n ×n coefficient matrix A is block-striped among p threads or cores such that each core is assigned  n p  contiguous rows of the matrix. Algorithm 2, which is called RowBlock shows an OpenMP parallel algorithm that uses the row block data distribution.
The specific distribution of iterations to threads is done by a scheduling strategy. OpenMP supports different scheduling strategies specified by the schedule clause. OpenMP provides the programmer with a set of scheduling clauses to control the way the iterations of a parallel loop are assigned to threads. The scheduling clauses when used with the chunk size parameter, can greatly affect the performance of the algorithm. In row block data distribution we used the static schedule without a specified chunk size, which implies that OpenMP divides the iterations into p blocks of equal size of  n p  and is statically assigned to the threads in a blockwise distribution. The allocation of iterations is done at the beginning of the loop, and each thread will only execute those iterations assigned to it.
Algorithm with row cyclic data distribution
In row cyclic data distribution, rows of matrix A are distributed among the p threads or cores in a round-robin fashion. Algorithm 3, which is called RowCyclic, shows an OpenMP parallel algorithm that uses the row cyclic data distribution.
In row cyclic data distribution we used the static schedule with a variable specified chunk size that specifies a static distribution of iterations to threads which assign blocks of size bs in a round-robin fashion to the threads available, where bs takes the values 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 rows.
Algorithm with pipelining
We assume that the rows of matrix A are distributed among the p threads or cores such that each core is assigned  n p  contiguous rows of the matrix. The general idea of a pipeline algorithm is that each thread executes the  n p  successive division and elimination steps of the LU form of Gaussian elimination on the rows that is holds. To do so, it must receive the index of the pivot row, send it immediately to the next thread and then proceed with the division and elimination. Generally, the parallel algorithm is as follows:
, do in each thread T my_rank , where my_rank is the rank of the thread and are numbered from 0 to p − 1:
1. Receive the index of the kth row from thread T my_rank . 2. Send the index of the kth row just received to the thread T my_rank+1 .
3. Perform the division and elimination step number k for all rows m, m > k that belong to thread T my_rank .
The implementation of the receive and send operations in OpenMP can be realized with the help of the proposed Get() and Put() procedures, respectively. The Get() procedure can take as an argument the rank of the thread which receives the data and it returns a data element, whereas procedure Put() can take two arguments: one is for the rank of thread which will send the data and the other is a data element. The internal details of the Get() and Put() procedures will be discussed in the following subsection. Algorithm 4, which is called Pipe, shows an OpenMP parallel pipeline algorithm.
Implementation of pipelining in OpenMP
In the pipelining model, a stream of data items is processed one after another by a sequence of threads T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T n , where each thread T i performs a specific operation on each element of the data stream and passes the element onto the next thread T i+1 . This results in an input/output relation between the threads: thread T i receives the output of thread T i−1 as input and produces data elements for thread T i+1 , 1 < i < n. Thread T 0 reads the sequence of input elements, thread T n−1 produces the sequence of output elements. After a start-up phase with n − 1 steps, all threads can work in parallel and can be executed by different cores in parallel. The pipeline model requires some coordination between the cooperating threads: for this purpose, we introduced a channel C between two threads. Thread T 1 can forward its output element to channel C and thread T 2 can start the computation of its corresponding stage only if channel C has provided the input data element. When a thread tries to read an empty channel C , then execution of the thread is automatically postponed until some other thread writes a data value into the channel C . Therefore, a channel will initially be empty, thread T 2 will have to wait if it attempts to read channel C before thread T 1 writes a value in C . This ensures that coordination between threads will be correct.
It is known that in the pipeline model, a thread can not only send a value but a stream of data values to channel C . In this case, the channel behaves like a queue that contains values. The values are written in channel C and stored in the queue until these can be read by other threads. As the values written by thread T i , entering into channel from the left and flow to the right, where these values can be read by thread T i+1 . If thread T i writes multiple values in the channel, they are stored and then can be read at any time by thread T i+1 . Fig. 1 illustrates the overall structure of the pipeline model. Each thread acts simultaneously as a producer and as a consumer. The thread consumes data from the left side of the channel and produces data to the right of the channel. The coordination of the threads of the pipeline stages can be used with the help of an array consisting of queues. Each element of the array refers to a queue of type buff_list and each queue has two pointers, a head and a tail of type record_s. Therefore, each queue is implemented as a linked list. For a pipeline model with stages n, a data structure array buff[n] of type buff_list is used; see below.
struct record_s { double val; long prod; struct record_s* next_p; }; struct buf_list { struct record_s* head_p; struct record_s* tail_p; }; struct buf_list buff[n];
The reference of any item of the array of queues is like the reference of any common elements of an array. buff[0] is the first queue of the array while buff [1] is a second queue of the array, and so forth. For a thread with rank my_rank, a data value can be sent to the queue of the thread with rank my_rank + 1, i.e. buff[my_rank + 1], with the help of the Put(my_rank + 1, data) procedure. On the other hand, a thread with rank my_rank can read/receive a data value from the queue buff[my_rank] with the help of the data = Get(my_rank) procedure.
The details of the Put() procedure are shown below. First, it creates a record rec_p that contains a data value through the Create_record() procedure. (The details of the Create_record() procedure are omitted as this is known and simple.) Next, it adds the record to the queue, buff[my_rank] through the known Enqueue() procedure. The Enqueue() procedure is bounded by a critical region, pragma omp critical, so that a thread can add a data value to a specific queue at a time. Further, the Put() procedure uses an array producers_done[n] for a pipeline with stages n and each element of the array refers to a counter. This counter corresponds to the number of data items that are contained in a queue with rank my_rank. 
it removes a node from the queue through the known Dequeue() procedure and returns as a record rec_p. The Dequeue() procedure is bounded by a critical region, pragma omp critical, so that a thread can remove a node from a specific queue at a time. Finally, the Get() procedure returns a data value with the help of the field rec_p->val. 
Performance analysis of the pipeline algorithm
The performance model of the pipeline algorithm depends on two main aspects: the computational cost and the communication cost. In the case of multicore, communications are performed through direct Put()/Get() operations by two or more threads. An analytical model based on the number of operations and their cost in CPU times can be used to determine the computational cost. Similarly, to predict the communication cost we calculate the number of get/put operations between threads and measure the number of cycles for put and get operations. The execution time of the pipeline algorithm can be broken up into three terms:
• T division : It is the total time to perform the division step in parallel. The number of division operations on a maximallyloaded thread in the kth iteration is (n/p − k − 1). Hence, the total time T division is given by
where t div is the division time for a floating point operation.
• T elim : It is the total time to perform the elimination step in parallel. The elimination step involves multiplications and subtractions. The number of arithmetic operations on a maximally-loaded thread in the kth iteration involves n/p(n − k − 1) multiplications and subtractions. The total operations spent in the elimination step in the kth iteration is 2(n/p)(n − k − 1). Therefore, the total time T elim is given by
where t elim is the elimination time for a floating point operation.
• T comm : It is the total communication time to exchange elements between threads of the pipeline. The communication step involves the Put() and Get() operations. The number of communication operations on a maximally-loaded thread in the kth iteration involves the one Get() and one Put() operations. The total operations spent in the communication step on a thread is 2(n/p). Then, the total time T comm is given by
where t comm is the communication (put and get) time for a floating point operation.
The total parallel execution time of the pipeline algorithm, T pipe , using p threads is the summation of the three terms and is given by
We must note that identical performance model can be analyzed and obtained for the Gaussian elimination method.
Performance results

System platform and experimental process
For our experimental evaluation we used an Intel Core 2 Quad CPU with four processor cores, a 2.40 GHz clock speed and 8 Gb of memory. The system ran GNU/Linux, kernel version 2.6, for the x84 64 ISA. All programs were implemented in C using an OpenMP interface and were compiled using gcc, version 4.4.3, with the ''-O2'' optimization flag.
Several sets of test matrices were used to evaluate the performance of the parallel algorithms, a set of randomly generated input matrices with sizes ranging from 32 × 32 to 4096 × 4096. To compare the parallel algorithms, the practical execution time was used as a measure. Practical execution time is the total time in seconds an algorithm needs to complete the computation, and it was measured using the omp_get_wtime() function of OpenMP. To decrease random variation, the execution time was measured as an average of 50 runs.
Analysis based on performance results
We know that the six permutations of indices i, j and k of Algorithm 1 give six different loop orders of Gaussian elimination and an LU form of Gaussian elimination, which we call the ''ijk'' form. The kij and kji forms are immediate update algorithms in that the elements of A are updated when the necessary multipliers are known. This is in opposition to the other forms, which are delayed update algorithms. The kij and kji forms differ only in accessing the matrix by rows or columns, respectively. We focus on the kij form because it has good performance compared to the kji form, according to the preliminary experimental study of Tables 1 and 2 for different matrix sizes on one core for the LU form and Gaussian elimination, respectively. The good performance of the kij form is due to the fact that it uses the C programming language with high spatial locality because it references the matrix in the same row-major order in which the matrix is stored. On the other hand, the low performance of a kji form is due to the fact that it has poor spatial locality because it scans the matrix column by column instead of row by row and it leads to the occurrence of a higher cache miss rate in relation to the kij form.
It is known that the RowCyclic algorithm works for several values of block size in comparison to the other two parallel algorithms. In order to examine the relation between the execution time of the RowCyclic algorithm and the block size, we ran the RowCyclic algorithm of two versions of Gaussian elimination for different block sizes (such as bs = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64) on a multicore. The performance results of the RowCylic algorithm for Gaussian elimination and the LU form of Gaussian elimination were identical to those given in Tables 1 and 2 for the kij form respectively. From the results it is shown that the execution time of the RowCyclic algorithm is not affected by changes in the block size. This is due to the fact that the RowCyclic method has poor locality of reference. For this reason we have used the RowCyclic algorithm with a block of size 1 for the comparison to the other two parallel algorithms.
Figs. 2 and 3 (or see Tables 3-8 of appendix) show the average execution time of all parallel algorithms for the variable matrix size on one, two and four cores for the LU form of Gaussian elimination and Gaussian elimination methods, respectively. As can be seen from Figs. 2 and 3 , the execution time of all algorithms is increased as the matrix size is increased. We observe that the parallel algorithms run fast on small matrix sizes (from 32 to 2048) because these sizes fit entirely in the L1 and L2 cache. For large matrix sizes there is a slowdown in the execution time because the matrices are larger than the cache (which is the more likely case) and this leads to being served primarily by the slow main memory.
Figs. 4 and 5 present the way the performance of all parallel algorithms was affected when parallel processed using OpenMP for 1-4 threads, for small and large matrix sizes for the LU form of Gaussian elimination and Gaussian elimination methods, respectively. As can be seen, the performance of the algorithms improved with each additional thread. We observe that the performance of the RowBlock and RowCyclic algorithms increased at a decreasing rate. This is due to the fact that the implicit synchronization cost of parallel 'for' loops (i.e. start and stop parallel execution of the threads) dominates the execution time. In this case, the cost of synchronization is about n 2 . On the other hand, it is clear that the performance of the Pipe algorithm on two and four cores resulted in the approximate doubling and quadrupling of its performance. With the Pipe algorithm, the decrease in performance is much slower than it is with the others. Therefore, for the Pipe algorithm there is a strong inverse relation between the parallel execution time and the number of threads, since the total communication and overhead time is much lower than the processing time on each thread. Finally, we expect that the performance of the Pipe algorithm will be better than that of the other two algorithms for large numbers of cores, such as 8 and 16 cores. Furthermore, Figs. 6 and 7 present the speedups of all parallel algorithms for small and large matrix sizes for the LU form of Gaussian elimination and Gaussian elimination methods, respectively. We observe that the speedups of the RowBlock and RowCyclic algorithms range from 1 to 1.6 for 1-4 threads, whereas the speedups of the Pipe algorithm range from 1 to 3.6 for 1-4 threads. As we can see in the speedup results, the ranking of the parallel algorithms is obvious. The parallel algorithm with the best resulting performance is the Pipe, the second best is RowBlock and the third best is RowCyclic. 
Evaluation of the performance model
The final experiment was conducted to verify the correctness of the proposed performance model for the pipeline algorithm. The performance model for the LU form of Gaussian elimination of Eq. (4) is plotted in Fig. 8 using time parameters. Similarly, the performance model for the Gaussian elimination method is plotted in Fig. 9 . In order to obtain these predicted results, we have determined the time parameters for division, elimination and communication operations (i.e. t div , t elim , t comm ) for different matrix sizes. These parameters of the target machine are determined experimentally with the results shown in Fig. 10 .
As can be seen from Figs. 8 and 9, the predicted execution times are quite close to the real ones. This verifies that the proposed performance model for the pipeline algorithm is fairly accurate and hence it provides a means to test the viability of the pipeline implementation on any multicore (i.e. dual core, quad core) without taking the burden of real testing. Further, the proposed performance model is able to predict the parallel performance and the general behavior of the implementation. However, there are minor differences between the measured and predicted results in the pipeline implementation.
Related work
Existing work on asynchronous-parallel algorithms for classic dense linear algebra covers the Cholesky, LU, and QR factorizations within the framework PLASMA, as well as the so-called ''two-sided'' transformations, Hessenberg, tridiagonal and bidiagonal reduction [3, 29, 30] . PLASMA relies on tile algorithms, which provide fine granularity parallelism and standard linear algebra algorithms can then be represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) where nodes represent tasks, either panel factorization or update of a block-column, and edges represent dependencies among them. The programming model enforces asynchronous, out of order scheduling of operations. The implementations are based on some combination of schedulers and multicore programming frameworks based on domain-specific abstraction (e.g., SuperMatrix [29] ), or hand-coded or pragma-directed schemes (e.g., SMP Superscalar (SMPPs) [30] , Cilk [31] ). The performance of the above implementations is marginally worse and this is due to the various overheads of multicore programming frameworks.
In addition, a pipelined model of parallel execution for dense matrix factorizations on the CELL processor and standard multicore processors was originally implemented in [24, 25, 32] , respectively. This proposed idea combined with a look ahead technique, is applied to block formulations of the matrix factorizations, the Cholesky, the OR and the LU factorizations. This pipeline implementation is a hand-written code using POSIX threads and primitive synchronization mechanisms (such as volatile progress table and busy-waiting [31] ). This approach implements one look ahead, where look ahead of varying depth is implemented by processors which run out of work. Implementing more levels of look ahead would further complicate the code.
The present study contributes working experience in the implementation of pipeline technique for the Gaussian elimination algorithm and the LU version of Gaussian elimination which are based on 1D row partitioning scheme. Moreover, this work implements the pipelining technique in an OpenMP environment using simple queue data structure.
The implementation of the queue is realized with the help of the proposed simple Get() and Put() procedures in C and OpenMP. To the best of our knowledge, there is no the implementation and performance study of the pipelining technique in an OpenMP environment for direct methods such as the Gaussian elimination algorithm and the LU form of Gaussian elimination on a multicore system. This presented work exploit the parallelism similar to the work [32] where the proposed technique of the queue in OpenMP is simple and provides good locality of reference and load balance for regular computation, like dense matrix computations. However, the technique of the queue is a potential scalability bottleneck but it does not pose problem on small-scale shared memory multicore processors for small to medium matrix sizes. Finally, to understand the performance of the pipelining method and to be able to predict performance on a target multicore system, we developed and carried out a performance model. More specifically, we presented our effort to quantify each component of the pipeline implementation according to a performance model that is able to predict the parallel execution time of a specific data distribution scheme for any problem size (i.e. matrix size), number of available processors/cores and processor characteristics. We must note that there are no published works with accurate performance models for the dense direct methods on multicore systems. The advantage of the proposed performance model is that it helps in predicting the execution time with very small complexity.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented and evaluated three OpenMP parallel algorithms for the dense direct methods such as the Gaussian elimination method and the LU form of Gaussian elimination on a multicore platform. We presented two naive OpenMP parallel algorithms such as RowBlock and RowCyclic and we placed special emphasis on presenting the third OpenMP parallel algorithm such as the pipeline technique. Further, we proposed an implementation of the pipelining technique in OpenMP using the queue data structure. The queue is realized with the help of the proposed simple Get() and Put() procedures. Contrary to previous works, no work has been done to implement the pipeline technique for the dense direct methods in an OpenMP programming environment. We showed through our experimental studies that the pipeline algorithm achieves the best overall performance in comparison with the other two naive algorithms, RowBlock and RowCyclic.
Moreover, in this paper we proposed a performance model to predict the performance of the pipeline implementation. We verified this model with experimental measurements and showed that this model is practical. The accuracy of our model is reasonable, given its simplicity.
As future work, it would be interesting to use the proposed OpenMP pipeline implementation for the direct methods with partial pivoting and other factorization methods, too, such as Cholesky factorization and QR factorization. Moreover, we will extend the performance study of the three parallel algorithms on platforms with the number of cores more than four. 
